
CARL STAAF COACHING 

Strength and Conditioning Program 

Client:     

Start Date:      



Your Level: 
Before starting your training please fill in the annexes Evaluation, 4 Doctor Readiness Assessment  and Nutrition 
and Lifestyle Questionnaire. Like that we know what state you are in and we can choose a level of training that 
suits you. 

Green - Strength & Volume Zone 
Welcome to the Green Zone! Your readiness level is excellent and you can start training your body at maximum 
capacity. Training 4 times per week should not be a problem but do listen to your body and remember to rest 
when you are tired. If you can’t be 1% better than last time you trained, you should rest, not train. 

By this point hopefully your technique is correct. If not, talk with me and  we will work on proper alignment. 
You can either follow the progression of the exercises outlined in the program or work with whichever you like the 
best. Remember to try to move towards the strength zone (heavy weight and few reps) as soon you have proper 
technique and don’t forget to do your stretches as well. 
This program is based on 10 parts: Squat, Lunge, Bend, Push, Pull, Twist, Core, Balance, Breath & Stretches. You 
can do them in whichever order you like, focus more/less on whichever part you like (try to work according to 
what your body needs in terms of short and tight vs long and weak muscles). 

Do keep in mind that a balanced lifestyle does not only come from training correctly but also from proper 
nutrition and recovery, goal setting and outlook on life. Keep on working on improving your 4 Doctor Readiness 
and the Nutrition and Lifestyle Score and recalculate your scores every few months. 

Yellow - Endurance Zone 
Your mind is ready, but your body needs a little more time. Your readiness level is still not perfect so be careful 
and don’t push yourself too hard. Work on technique with low weight, more repetitions and stay within the 
endurance zone. Around 15 repetitions, 3 sets. Don’t go into the Strength Zone until your readiness level is 
better. Keep on stretching and adapting your program to your postural needs but most importantly is getting 
your diet and lifestyle in check.   

Red - Work-In 
Your body is under quite some stress and until your nutrition and lifestyle has been addresses I only recommend 
you to work with very little load. Do exercises where you can keep your normal breath and do not push it.  
Your body needs more resources to recover so focus on gathering energy rather than spending it.  
However it doesn’t mean that you can’t exercise, just try to Work-In, rather than Work-Out. 



Program Design 

There are 3 types of muscle fibers in your body and they are all activated with different types of load.  
If unexperienced start with working on Resistance (lower load and higher number of repetitions) until you have 
the technique and work your way through Hypertrophy until you eventually reach Strength (high load with fewer 
repetitions). Remember that the number of repetitions is decided by the load you work with.  
To figure out your repetitions: you will work with a certain weight until almost failure (without loosing the 
technique). The number of times you can lift that weight are your Reps. Sets are the Reps repeated multiple 
times with a rest in between. 

For example you might be able to bench press 15 repetitions with 20kg, 10 reps with 30kg and 5 reps with 50kg. 
With 20 kg you work Resistance, 30 kg Hypertrophy and 50 kg you work on Strength. Depending on what you 
want to achieve you’ll choose a weight that suits you. The faster you’ll get in to the Strength Zone the faster you 
will start seeing results but be aware that you technique needs to be perfect the heavier you lift, so take your time 
and don’t loose your technique.  

Resistance and Posture - Type 1 (slow twitch)  
2-4 sets, 12-20 reps, 30s-1min rest (when training resistance and posture don’t let the muscles recover) 
Optimal Time Under Tension: min 70 second 

Volume (hypertrophy) - Type 2A (fast twitch) 
3-4 sets, 8-12 reps, 2-3 min rest between sets 
Optimal Time Under Tension: 40-70 sec 

Strength - Type 2B (fast twitch) 
1-3 sets, 3-5 reps, 3-5 min rest between sets 
Optimal Time Under Tension: less than 20 sec 

Exercise Sequencing: 
Warm up with the exercise you will start with but do it without load. 
Order the exercises from Most to Least complex (weight, planes of motion, speed and contact with the floor) 
Weight training before stabilizing/posture exercises 
Don’t overload muscle groups with sequential exercises (for example squats, lunges and deadlift after each other) 

Example: 
1. Warm Up 
2. Strength Training (most to least complex exercise) 
3. Postural Work - OUT at least 70s (see next pages for which postural muscle to work) 
4. Core Exercises 
5. Balance Exercises 
6. Breathing Exercises 
7. Stretching (see next pages for which muscles to stretch) 



Posture 
 
Your posture is basically decided by two factors: short & tight muscles that need to be stretched and long & weak 
muscles that needs tp be strengthened. By looking at posture in a simplified manner we can boil it down to 4 
different postural syndromes: 
1) Upper cross = hyper kyphosis = rounded shoulders and forward head posture 
2) Lower cross = hyper lordosis = overarched lower back = anteriorly tilted pelvis 
3) Sway back = hyper kyphosis + hypo lordosis = rounded shoulders and flat back resulting in hips being pushed 

forwards. 
4) Flat back = hypo kyphosis + hypo lordosis = very flat upper back curve and a very flat lower back curve. 

Each postural syndrome has to be worked differently so try to identify yours either by trying to feel where your 
body is going or letting someone (your trainer) observe you behind a plumbline or measure your spinal curves 
with the CHEK Inclinometer.  

We have spoken about how to train the postural fibers in order to change the posture through strengthening 
(working in the Resistance Zone with low load and many repetitions (20 x 3), minimum 70 seconds under tension 
and without letting the muscle recover completely between sets. In order to stretch the short and tight muscles 
properly I suggest you resort to calm and static stretching 60 seconds, 3 sets, 3 times per week. In between each 
set you can stretch another muscle in order to be more efficient. Remember to breath deep and calmly and not 
to strain but to ease in to the stretch. You don’t want your body to panic and block but you want to try to 
lengthen and release into the stretch. When you stretch you are actually not making the muscle fibers longer 
(each muscle fibre has a certain length and that’s it) but you are teaching your body to go a little bit further 
towards the end points of each muscle fibre. Give it time and each 6-8 weeks take one week of rest without any 
stretching. 

Keep in mind that the way you eat (intestinal inflammation inhibit proper lower abdominal activation), breathe 
(chest breathing vs. belly breathing create tension in the shoulders and neck), work (sitting hunched instead of 
standing in front of your computer) effects our posture so try to work on it from a holistic view-point. 

These are the stretches that you can implement at the end of your workout program. Try to do the ones that are 
specific for your posture and when the Left and Right side feels different try to work extra on the side that feels 
stiffer. 



Postural Strength = At least 70 seconds TUT 
Postural Stretch = At least 60 seconds (PNF method) 

Upper Cross (rounded shoulders & forward head posture) 
Strengthen:  
Upper Back (rhomboids, middle and lower trapezius, infraspinatus, teres minor) = Pull Exercises 
Neck (deep cervical flexors, long cervical extensors, long thoracic extensors) = Chin Tuck 

Stretch: 
Chest (pectoralis minor, upper rectus abdominus, teres major, latissimus dorsi) = Pec Stretch, Cobra, Side bend 
Neck (sub-occipitals, levator scapula, sternocleidomastoid, upper trapezius, subscapularis) = Neck Stretches  

Lower Cross (over-arched lower back = forward tilted pelvis) 
Strengthen:  
Core (lower abdominals) = Lower Abdominal Exercises 
Back Legs (gluteus maximus, hamstring, adductor magnus (posterior fibres) = Squats, Lunges, Deadlift Exercises 

Stretch: 
Lower back (lumbar erectors, quadratus lumborum) = Seated forward bend  
Hip-flexors (psoas, iliacus)  = Kneeling psoas stretch 
Glutes (gluteus medius (anterior fibres) gluteus minimus) = 90/90 Glute-stretch  
Adductors (adductors) = Adductor stretch 

Layered Syndrome / Sway Back (rounded shoulders, flat lower-back curve, hips pushed forward 
Strengthen:  
Lower Back (lumbar erectors, quadratus lumborum) = Back/Hip Extensions (Bend Exercises) 
Hip Flexors (iliopsoas) = Knee Raises in Pulley Tower 
Abductors (gluteus medius and minimus, TFL) =  Squat Exercises 

Stretch: 
Chest (pectoralis minor, upper rectus abdominus, teres major, latissimus dorsi) = Pec Stretch, Cobra, Side bend 
Neck (sub-occipitals, levator scapula, sternocleidomastoid, upper trapezius, subscapularis) = Neck Stretches 
Back of the Legs (gluteus maximus, hamstrings, adductor magnus (posterior fibers) =  Laying Hamstring Stretch 

Flat Back (too flat upper-back curve & too flat lower-back curve) 
Strengthen:  
Chest (pectoralis major & minor) = Push Exercises 
Neck (deep cervical flexors, long cervical extensors, long thoracic extensors) = Chin Tuck 
Lower back (lumbar erectors, quadratus lumborum) = Back/Hip Extensions (Bend Exercises) 

Stretch: 
Upper Back (rhomboids, middle and lower trapezius, infraspinatus, teres minor) = Side Bend over Swiss Ball 
Core (lower abdominals) = Abs Stretch 
Back of the Legs (gluteus maximus, hamstrings, adductor magnus (posterior fibers) =  Laying Hamstring Stretch 



Squat (quads, glutes, calves)  

Basic Squat 

Endurance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Your favorite Squat Exercise: 

Endurance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Postural correction - Wall Squat, Chair Pose 

Resistance 1:  Sets: 3  TUT: 30s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:  Sets: 3  TUT: 60s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:  Sets: 3  TUT: 90s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  



Calves Sets Reps Weight

Standing Calf Raise On Step

Standing Single Leg Calf Raise On Step

Quads

Seated Knee Extension

Glutes

Pilates Clam

Lying Gluteus Medius Isolation Straight Leg

Squat

Swiss Ball Wall Squat

Isometric Squat

Swiss Ball Hip Extensions

Chair Pose

One Leg Partial Squat

Lateral Band Squat

Sumo Squat

Goblet Squat

Overhead Squat

One Arm Overhead Squat

Barbell Hack Squat

Bulgarian Split Squat with Swiss Ball

Pistol Squat

Squat to Press

Squat Jump

Power Jack Squat

180 Squat Jump

Squat on BOSU

Squat on Swiss Ball



Lunge (glutes, quads, hamstrings) 

Basic Lunge 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Your favorite Lunge Exercise: 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Postural correction - Static Lunge 

Resistance 1:  Sets: 3  TUT: 30s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:  Sets: 3  TUT: 60s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:  Sets: 3  TUT: 90s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  



Psoas Sets Reps Weight

Cable Hip Flexion

Glutes

Cable Hip Extension

Cable Hip Abduction

Adductor

Cable Hip Adduction

Lunge

Isometric Lunge

Split Squat

Slider Reverse Lunge

Forward Lunge

Pendulum Lunge (back and forwards)

Walking Lunge

Curtsy Lunge (with glider)

Lateral Lunge

Lunge Knee Ups

Lunge with Twist

Lunge with Curl

Lunge with Press

Clock Lunges

Deep Lunges

Low Side Lunges

Rear Foot Elevated Lunge

Front Foot Elevated Lunge

Drop Lunge Step Back or Jump Back

Explosive Sprinter Lunge

Jumping Lunge



Bend (glutes, lower back, hamstrings) 

Basic Dead-Lift 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Your favorite Dead-Lift Exercise: 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Postural correction - Horse Stance, Superman 

Resistance 1:  Sets: 3  TUT: 30s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:  Sets: 3  TUT: 60s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:  Sets: 3  TUT: 90s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 



Horsestance Sets Reps Weight

Hand and Knee - Arm and Leg - Alphabet - Knee to Elbow - On Hand and Foot

Back Extensions

Alternating Superman

Lying Superman

Swiss Ball Extension

Hip Extensions

Bridge (both or one leg)

Hip Extension Feet on Ball

Hip Extension Shoulders on Ball

Hip Extension with Cable

Deadlift

Resistance Band Deadlift

Good Morning

Dumbbell Deadlift

Deadlift

Sliding Single-Leg Deadlift

Kickstand Deadlift

Single-Leg Romanian Deadlift

Sumo Stance Deadlift

Stiff Legged Deadlift

Block Deadlift

Deficit Deadlift

Jefferson Deadlift

Suitcase Deadlift

Power Clean

Clean and Jerk

Snatch



Push (chest, triceps) 

Bench Press 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Your favorite Push Exercise: 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Postural correction - Scapular protraction plank 

Resistance 1:  Sets: 3  TUT: 30s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:  Sets: 3  TUT: 60s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:  Sets: 3  TUT: 90s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 



Triceps Sets Reps Weight

Lying Triceps Extensions (Skull Crushers)

Bench Dips

Triceps Kickbacks

Overhead Triceps Extensions

Cable Triceps Pressdowns

Raise

Dumbbell Front Raise

Dumbbell Lateral Raise

Diagonal Dumbbell or Cable Raise

Chest Push

Scapular Protraction on Wall or Floor

Push Up on knees, BOSU or Ball

Dumbbell Press on Floor or Ball

Single Arm Dumbbell Chest Press on Ball

Dumbbell Chest Fly on Ball

Cable Chest Flys

Single Arm Cable Push

Overhead Push

Seated Dumbbell Shoulder Press

Overhead or Handstand Push Ups

Neutral Grip Overhead Press

Arnold Press

Shoulder to Shoulder Press

Single Arm Shoulder Press

Overhead Shrug

Barbell Push Press 

Turkish Get Up



Pull (shoulders, biceps) 

Row 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Your favorite Pull Exercise: 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Postural correction - Static Bent-Over Row 

Resistance 1:  Sets: 3  TUT: 30s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:  Sets: 3  TUT: 60s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:  Sets: 3  TUT: 90s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 



Wrist and Shoulder Sets Reps Weight

Wrist Curl or Reverse Wrist Curl

Dumbbell Pronation or Supination

Cable Internal or External Rotation

Cable Internal or External Rotation arm Abducted

Curl

Dumbell or Barbell Curl (alternating or reverse)

Preacher Curl on Ball

Hammer Curl

Zottman Curl

Pull

Dumbbell or Barbell Pullover

Straight Arm Cable Pulldown

Lat Pulldown

Pull Up (assisted)

Chin Up (assisted)

Rope Climbing

Row

Bent-over Dumbbell or Barbell Row

One Arm Dumbbell Row (arm tight) 

Bent-over Reverse Flys

Single Arm Cable Row

Cable Row on Ball

Cable Face Pull

Cable High Pull

Inverted Row in Rings

Inverted Flys in Rings

Upright Row with Dumbbells or Barbell



Twist (obliques) 

Cable Twist 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Your favorite Twist Exercise: 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Postural correction - Side Plank 

Resistance 1:  Sets: 3  TUT: 30s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:  Sets: 3  TUT: 60s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:  Sets: 3  TUT: 90s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 



Static Sets Reps Weight

Side Plank (on Elbow)

Supine Lateral Ball Roll

Side Flexion

Heel Touches

Side Crunch (on Ball)

Dumbbell Side Bends

Side Plank Dips

Rotation

Side Plank with Reach-under

Swiss Ball Torso Twist

Russian Twist (with Straight Legs or Medicine Ball)

Cable Twist

Twist Feet on Ball

Rotation Toss

Frontal Pendulum

Barbell Torso Twist

Hanging Windshield Wipers

Single Arm Swiss Ball Dumbbell Bench Press

Contraction

Cable Wood Chop

Bicycle Crunch

Cross-body Mountain Climber 

Mountain Climbers

Diagonal Crunches

Side Kick Through

Extension

Reverse Cable Chop



Core (rectus and transversus abdominis) 

Ball Crunsh 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Your favorite Core Exercise: 

Resistance:  Sets: 3  Reps: 15  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Volume:  Sets: 3  Reps: 10 Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Strength 1:  Sets: 3  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 2:  Sets: 4  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Strength 3:  Sets: 5  Reps: 5  Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Postural correction - Lower Abdominals 4 

Resistance 1:  Sets: 3  TUT: 30s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:  Sets: 3  TUT: 60s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:  Sets: 3  TUT: 90s Weight:   Achieved: [   ] Date: 



Rectus Abdominis Sets Reps Weight

Plank

Walking Plank

Plank Side Tuck

Beast Hold

Bear Crawl

Lateral Bear Walk

Cross-Body Iso Deadbug

Deadbug

Stir the Pot

V-up

Hollow Body Rock

Abs roll-out

Swiss Ball Cruch

Reverse Crunch

L-sit/hang

Hanging Knee Raises

Cable Crunch

Transversus Abdominis (stability of the pelvis, belly button pulled in, 40 to 70)

Lower Abdominals 1 - Finding the pressure

Lower Abdominals 2 - Raising one knee

Lower Abdominals 3 - Straightening one leg, Raising the other knee

Lower Abdominals 4 - Both knees lifted, lowering one foot

Lower Abdominals 5 - Both knees lifted, lowering both feet

Lower Abdominals 6 - Standing against wall, moving one leg

Lower Abdominals 7 - Both legs stretched up, lowering one leg

Lower Abdominals 8 - Both legs stretched up, lowering both legs

Lower Abdominals 9 - Flutter Kicks



Balance (muscle communication and coordination) 

Swiss Ball Balance 

Hands and Knees:  Sets: 3  Time: 30 sec   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Kneeling:   Sets: 3  Time: 30 sec   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Hands, knee foot:  Sets: 3  Time: 30 sec   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Hands, knee:   Sets: 3  Time: 30 sec   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Hands and feet:   Sets: 3  Time: 30 sec   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Feet:    Sets: 3  Time: 30 sec   Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Squats:    Sets: 3  Reps: 10   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Your favorite Balance Exercise: 

Resistance 1:   Sets: 3  Time: 30s   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:   Sets: 3  Time: 60s   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:   Sets: 3  Time: 90s   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Postural correction - Seated Postural Activation on Swiss Ball 

Resistance 1:   Sets: 3  Time: 30s   Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Resistance 2:   Sets: 3  Time: 60s   Achieved: [   ] Date: 

Resistance 3:   Sets: 3  Time: 90s   Achieved: [   ] Date: 



Standing Sets Time

One legged balance (eyes closed)

One legged balance with moving leg

Toe Touch Clock

Jump from one leg to the other

One legged long jump

BOSU

Two feet Dome Up

Two feet Dome Down

One foot Dome Up

One foot Dome Down

One foot Dome Up Move the Ball

Balance Board

Roll Parallel with Feet 

Roll Perpendicular to Feet 

Roll Diagonal with Feet

Swiss Ball

Hands and Knees on Ball

Kneeling on Ball

2 Hands, 1 Knee, 1 Foot on Ball

2 Hands, 1 Knee on Ball

2 Hands, 2 Feet on Ball

2 Feet/Deep Squat on Ball

Standing on Ball

Squatting on Ball

Inversions

Headstand

Handstand



Breathing 

Diaphragmatic Breathing 
This type of breathing is how you should breathe when you breathe normal. When you don’t train (or don’t need 
the extra stability), the breath should be slow and deep into the belly. When inhaling (through your nose,) your 
belly button should expand and when you exhale (through your nose) your belly should relax. Like that your 
diaphragm is moving properly and you are not using faulty muscles around the neck and shoulders to fill the lungs. 
The breath should start in the belly and 2/3 of the breath should fill the belly. The last 1/3 should make the chest 
expand. Aim to always start the breath by expanding the belly and the rest will happen automatically. 

Stability Breathing 
I call this breath Stability Breathing for lack of a better name. This breathing prioritizes stability over proper use of 
the diaphragm and is used when we train i.e. lift heavy and need the extra stability of the core. First you inhale 
through your nose into your belly, expanding the belly button. Then you hold the breath, pull the navel in and as 
you lift/push and need the extra force/stability, you exhale through pursed lips pulling the belly button in even 
further. This creates a strong core that will help you keep your pelvis and lower back in place when you lift heavy 
weights. 

Slowing Down the Breath 
Breathe in and out through your nose like explained in Diaphragmatic Breathing, only this time you try to slow 
down each breath even further. The in and the out breath should have equal duration. Start with 5 seconds and 
slowly add 1 second in each direction until you can count to 15 or 20 with each inhale and exhale. Try to really fill 
all counts with the in/exhale. 

4-7-8 
This type of breathing build on the previous just that now you add a retention of the breath in between the in and 
the exhale. Breath in through your nose for 4 seconds, hold your breath for 7 and then slowly exhale through 
your nose for 8 seconds. Once exhaled you start the inhale again without retention in between. Try to really fill all 
counts with the in/exhale. Slowly add 1 second on each in/exhale and retention. 

Box Breathing 
In this breathing exercise we add another retention in between the exhale and the inhale as well. It is very healthy 
for the body to be able to hold the breath both with and without air. Start with just a few seconds, 5 for example. 
Inhale for 5, hold for 5, exhale for 5, hold for 5 and start over. Like always, breath in and out through your nose 
and let the breath start be expanding the belly button.  

Kapalbhati 
This is a yogic breathing technique also known as Breath of Fire. It stimulates energy flow and trains the rapid 
movement of the diaphragm. Inhale like normal into your belly and as you exhale you force the belly button to 
come in quickly. Like that you will move the diaphragm quickly pushing out the air. The inhale afterwards will 
happen automatically if you just relax the belly button and just when the lungs have filled with air you do another 
push. Continue like this for 30-60 breaths, building up slowly. 



Bhastrika 
Also a yogic breathing technique similar to Kapalbhati. This time you focus equally on the inhale and the exhale, 
pushing and pulling the belly belly button in fast to move the diaphragm.  

Alternate Nostril Breathing 
This breathing technique can be done in many ways but basically you breath normally through your nose, deep 
into the belly and with the help of one hand you block one nostril so that the breathing only happen through one 
of the two. The blocked nostril can be alternated in different fashions either making you breath in and out 
through the left and then the right or making you breath in through the left and out through the right and then 
vice versa. The breathing should be slowed down and like always, when you are used to the exercise start adding 
more seconds to each in and exhale, slowing down the breathing further.   

Wim Hof Breathing 
This way of breathing has been made famous by the Dutchman Wim Hof but there is a similar ancient technique 
called Tummo. It consists of three parts and in pretty advanced so be careful and start slowly if you are new to 
breath retention.  
During the first part you will hyper-oxygenate your blood by forcefully breathing in through your nose and out 
through the mouth. You will do this 20 times and the last movement is an out-breath, where you breath all the air 
out of your lungs. 
During the second part you will hold your breath (without air) for as long as you can. If you are interested you can 
time this retention (it will become longer and longer the more you do it). 
During the last part, after you have held your breath (without air) for as long as possible, you will take a deep 
inhale though your mouth and hold the breath (with air) for 30 seconds. 
Part 1, 2 and 3 is 1 set and can be repeated 2 or 3 times. 
You might feel a light headedness so be careful and don’t push it too hard. This trains your system to learn how to 
utilize the oxygen in your blood as efficient as possible. When the oxygen is fading and the carbon-dioxide levels 
are rising the cells in the body also starts pushing out and using up waste to make the cell more efficient. It 
teaches the body to function with out as much oxygen in the body and your mind to stay calm. 
  

Diaphragmatic Breathing      Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Stability Breathing       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Slowing Down the Breath (with alternate nostril breathing) 

Inhale and exhale …. seconds      Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Inhale and exhale …. seconds      Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Inhale and exhale …. seconds      Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Inhale and exhale …. seconds      Achieved: [   ] Date:  



Box Breathing 

Inhale, hold exhale, hold …. seconds     Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Inhale, hold exhale, hold …. seconds     Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Inhale, hold exhale, hold …. seconds     Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Inhale, hold exhale, hold …. seconds     Achieved: [   ] Date:   

Kapalbhati 

30 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

45 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

60 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

90 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Bhastrika 

30 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

45 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

60 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

90 seconds 3 sets       Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Wim Hof Breathing 

Retention …… seconds 3 sets      Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Retention …… seconds 3 sets      Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Retention …… seconds 3 sets      Achieved: [   ] Date:  

Retention …… seconds 3 sets      Achieved: [   ] Date:  
 
Retention …… seconds 3 sets      Achieved: [   ] Date:  



Stretching 

Mark the side which feels more stiff and focus extra on that side.  
UC = Upper Cross  LC = Lower Cross  SB = Sway Back  FB = Flat Back 

Upper Trapezius    [  ] Left  [  ] Right  UC  SB  

Sternocleidomastoid   [  ] Left  [  ] Right  UC  SB  

Levator Scapulae    [  ] Left  [  ] Right  UC  SB  

Sub-occipitals     [  ] Left  [  ] Right  UC  SB  

Pectoralis Minor & Major  [  ] Left  [  ] Right  UC  SB  

Rhomboids    [  ] Left  [  ] Right     FB 

Shoulders    [  ] Left  [  ] Right 

Spinal Twist     [  ] Left  [  ] Right 

Middle Back and Abdominals  [  ] Left  [  ] Right  UC  SB FB 

Latissimus Dorsi    [  ] Left  [  ] Right  UC 

Obliques & QL    [  ] Left  [  ] Right    

Back     [  ] Left  [  ] Right   LC  FB 

Iliopsoas     [  ] Left  [  ] Right   LC 

Hamstrings    [  ] Left  [  ] Right    SB FB 

Glutes     [  ] Left  [  ] Right   LC SB FB 

Adductors    [  ] Left  [  ] Right   LC SB FB 

Quadriceps     [  ] Left  [  ] Right   LC 

Calves     [  ] Left  [  ] Right   LC 

Ab Stretch    [  ] Left  [  ] Right    SB FB 

IT Band & TFL    [  ] Left  [  ] Right   LC 



Nutrition and Lifestyle 

1 Dream 
Set your goal straight. Without a goal there is no reason to change. Whether it is big or small, write it down and 
make sure you organize your life so that you can live in line with it. 

2 Energies 
Yin and Yang (being and doing). In todays society we are far too yang. It is all about doing and achieving and we 
have lost touch with our yin side, our being and receiving side. It is important to balance the two energies because 
when there is too much yang (stress), our body cannot recover properly and it will start to break down. Adrenal-
fatigue, coffee dependency, hormonal imbalance, sugar cravings, digestive stress, mental issues etc are all 
symptoms of too much yang. Chill out, wind down, be more yin.  
 
3 Choices 
The optimal choice is what is best for you and your team long term. It can be your partner, your family or friends 
at or off work. The suboptimal choice is what is best for only you, short term. It usually gives usually gives a short-
lived reward, followed up by a longer, not so wished for consequence (eating tasty but unhealthy food too often, 
lying to others and one self, being egoistic etc.). The third choice is to do nothing, call a time out and take some 
time to reflect. Maybe not responding impulsively to the moment is better many times. Take some time off and 
get back to the situation when the head/belly is clearer. Understand that there is always a choice and you are the 
one making it. 

4 Pillars 
4.1 Movement 
Foam Roll or Tennis Ball. This will massage, stretch, strengthen and warm up your body. A perfect way to start 
your day. You can buy a 90cm foam roll for 12€ online or a pack of 3 tennis balls for 4€. 

Make sure to exercise at least 30 minutes each day. It doesn’t have to be something exhausting but make sure to 
raise the pulse. 

Train, don’t drain. Don’t over train. The body needs time to recover as well. If you only spend energy you will end 
up with an empty tank at some point. Train 3 or 4 times per week and make sure that you at least one of your 
sessions are focused on relaxation, stretching or introspection (yoga). 

Breath properly. If you find yourself breathing into the chest, take a second, relax and try to expand your belly as 
you inhale. Like that your diaphragm moves properly, (you breath properly), and you wont cause as much tension 
in your neck and shoulder. The breath should always start in the belly and only the last part should move the chest. 
 
Get your pelvis in place. Correct your posture before you start adding weight or complexity. Either you have too 
much lumbar curve or too little, too much upper back curve or too little. Do the exercises I have shown in this 
program or ask me next time. If your technique is not good, your posture will only get worse by training. It is also 
very likely that you have intestinal inflammation. Have a look at your lifestyle: stress, nutrition, sleep etc. and try 
to get on top of that before you start exercising. An inflamed gut will inhibit proper core activation so even if you 
train, your gut is inflamed and your muscles won’t work or engage properly. 

Sit on a ball. Use a Pilates ball as an office/dining chair. Your pelvis will be much better aligned and you won’t be 
able to slouch like you can in a chair with a back. Your back and core will be active and support the rest of the 
spine. Your pelvis will also be free to move and won’t be stuck in the same position all day. 20€ online. 



4.2 Rest  
Reduce stress. This is a very important one. Stress can be of different kinds: physical, emotional, nutritional, 
thermal etc. and all stress accumulates so when we have a hard time at work or in a relationship, when we have our 
period or slept bad the night before, we really need to try to reduce the stress we are in control over: eating a bit 
better, sleeping a bit longer, training a bit less etc. When the body is under stress it does not recover properly. 

Sleep minimum 8 hours per day (23:00-07:00). Try to not go to bed too late since your biological clock which 
governs your hormonal cycle is following the rhythm of the sun. Most repair happens between 23:00-03:00 so 
make sure to be asleep during those hours. 

Find time for yin activities. If you go to the gym 3 times a week, make sure that 1 of those times is something 
calming like yoga, meditation or tai chi. It might be hard/boring, but your body and soul will thank you when you 
get in deeper contact with yourself. Doing yoga 1/week is a very good practice in todays busy world. 

4.3 Thinking 
Get rid of the fear and the stress by turning of the tv and stop reading about all the misery in the world. Focus on 
the good stuff and make sure to feed your brain with information that makes you excited about life. 

Do what you love. If you don’t love your job, change it or at least make sure that when you are off work you spend 
as much time as possible doing what you love. Find a hobby, go for a walk, window shop, it doesn’t matter what it is 
as long as it is something that really makes you happy (don’t turn to alcohol or drugs, those are merely escapes). 

Start meditating. It will help you stay calm when things get rough and it will also help you get in deeper contact 
with yourself. Learning how to listen to the body is vital when it comes to getting healthy and meditation is a great 
tool. Focus on your breathing, try walking meditation, do yoga. Do something calm but focused. 

Attract good stuff. We attract what we think. Write down what you want to happen in your life and read the list 
out loud or think them on a daily basis. It is important to make the statement in a positive and present form e.i. “I 
am happy and healthy.” Like that you will attract happiness and health from the universe. Only our imagination is 
the limit of what we can manifest. Make sure to manifest good stuff! 

4.4 Nutrition 
First of all we need to realize that we are all different and everyone has different nutritional needs at different 
times of the day, at different times of the year. Our personal diet has to be tweaked and experimented with until 
we find what works for us and our body. Don’t get stuck in diet dogma and don’t ask a doctor. You need to connect 
with your own body and learn to listen to it. It is the only way to truly be healthy. 

Having said that, there are a few things we can use as guidelines: 

Eat organic food. Aim to reduce going to the supermarket. Most food in there is toxic and owned by the big 
corporations. Instead go to the farmer markets (Mercat de la Terra Saturdays at 3 Torres, Paralell) or the small 
organic stores. Support you local community and the earth by buying organic food. Commercial food is toxic to 
both humans and the planet. Go green by going organic. Vote with your money. 

Eat real food. Aim to reduce buying processed food. Everything the comes out of a machine, is wrapped in plastic 
or lives inside a can has been processed and therefore lacks nutrients and vitality. Food should be fresh and eaten 
as soon as possible after it has been harvested. Like that you get the most nutrients out of the food and the 
minimal amount of toxins. The longer away the expiration date, the less nutrients the food contains. 



Eat like your ancestors. Everyone has a different genetic make-up. To make it simple I divide us in three groups. 
The Polar Type that comes from the northern and southern part of the globe need more meat in relationship to 
vegetables (60/40 if you imagine a plate), the Equatorial Type that comes from the middle of the globe and can 
do with less meat in relationship to vegetables (40/60) and the Mixed Type that is either a genetic mix or comes 
from an area in between the two extremes (50/50). We need to figure out on a daily basis what our personal ratio 
is. Perhaps it is winter, perhaps your training more, perhaps you are having your period? Please also keep in mind 
that almost everybody has a genetic makeup that needs some form of animal protein. A vegan and vegetarian diet 
can be good for a certain period of cleansing, but after 5-7 years the body often starts lacking important nutrients. 
Fat and protein are important for hormonal balance and if you are interested about knowing more about how to 
figure out which genetic type you are ask me or read up on the works of William Wolcott and Metabolic Typing. 

Cut the sugar. Sugar is basically toxic. It stresses the body immensely, spikes the blood sugar, disrupt hormone 
levels and poisons both the gut and the brain. Cut it out for two weeks and you’ll understand what I am talking 
about. 

Eat less grain and more meat and heathy fats. We consume far too much grain today. Grains (wheat, rice, oat, 
buckwheat, quinoa etc. in forms of whole grain, pasta, cakes, cookies etc.) inflames us, raise our blood sugar, stress 
our hormones and makes us fat and sick. Try to reduce the amount of grain you eat, cut out gluten completely and 
learn to listen to the body to see how much grain you can really handle. Protein (organic meat) and fat (olive oil, 
coconut oil, organic salmon, bone broth etc.) will help you keep both your hormone, blood sugar and energy levels 
stable throughout the day. 

Rotate your foods. In order to give your body and immune system a rest it is good to rotate the foods you eat. If 
you eat one food, for example an apple it is better to not eat another apple for another 3 days in order for your 
body to completely eliminate it. Like that your body and immune system wont get overloaded and intolerances 
and inflammation due to certain foods are less to occur. 

Do an elimination diet. If you still experience problems even after implementing a rotation diet, give your body a 
full detox by eliminating the 7 (or 14) most common irritants. 
Big 7 = gluten, dairy, eggs, corn, soy, peanuts and nightshades (potato, tomato, aubergine and bell pepper) 
Small 7 = nuts, seeds, chocolate, beef, coffee, sugar and bananas. 
If doing a big cleanse is too much I would advise to start off with the Paleo Diet which excludes dairy, beans, grains 
and sugar, and focuses on whole foods, organic meat and vegetables, root vegetables, fruit, nuts and seeds. After 
only a few days you will start seeing and feeling results since it cuts out the things that inflame us the most.  
 
Minimize caffeine intake. Caffeine is like sugar a toxic stimulant. The body doesn’t get energy from coffee, it gets 
stressed, releases stress hormones and puts our body in fight or flight. That is why it keeps us awake. A better 
option would be to slowly taper off and instead eat in a way that gives us sustained and leveled energy.  
 
Drink plenty of real water. Tap water is dead and full of chemicals. If you have the possibility try to buy glass 
bottled spring water (Grans de la Terra 8 liter for 3,15€) or at least try to install a good water filter. Your gut flora 
will thank you. 


